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A B S T R A C T

We propose a design strategy for affinity-based biosensors using nanowires for sensing and measuring biomarker
concentration in biological samples. Such sensors have been shown to have superior properties compared to
conventional biosensors in terms of LOD (limit of detection), response time, cost, and size. However, there are
several parameters affecting the performance of such devices that must be determined. In order to solve the design
problem, we have developed a comprehensive model based on stochastic transport equations that makes it
possible to optimize the sensing behavior.
1. Introduction

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs) are the leading cause of morbidity
and mortality for both men and women in developed and developing
countries [1]. In the US in 2010, the overall rate of death attributable to
CVD was 235.5 per 100 000 [2]. Additionally, each year cardiovascular
diseases cause over 4.3 million deaths (48%) in Europe and over 2.0
million deaths (42%) in the European Union [3]. Acute myocardial
infarction (AMI), also known as heart attack, occurs when the flow of
blood to the heart is blocked, most often by a build-up of fat, cholesterol,
and other substances, which form a plaque in the arteries that feed the
heart (coronary arteries). The interrupted blood flow can damage or
destroy part of the heart muscle.

Rapid and accurate diagnosis of CVDs is extremely important since it
increases patient survival and saves enormous costs for the health-care
system. An electrocardiogram (ECG) is a traditional test that checks for
problems with the heart electrical activity. However, ECG is a poor
diagnostic test for AMI, since more than half of the CVD patients who go
to the Emergency Department show normal or no diagnostic electrocar-
diograms, which makes the early diagnosis of CVDmore difficult [4,5]. A
range of biochemical markers are available for diagnosis of AMI of which
the cardiac troponins, namely cardiac troponin T (cTnT), and cardiac
troponin I (cTnI), are the newest and clinically the most interesting. The
unique features of the cardiac troponins (cTn) are that they are highly
sensitive and specific for myocardial damage and they are prognostic
[6,7]. In patients with suspected myocardial infarction or minor
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myocardial damage, cTn was found in their blood. However, in the many
cases, creatine kinase-MB (CK-MB) mass was not increased and the ECGs
did not indicate any cardiac problem [8,9]. Enzyme-linked immunosor-
bent assay (ELISA) [10] is one of the most popular techniques that may be
used for cardiac biomarker detection since it ensures high diagnostic
accuracy. However, the method has several drawbacks, such as long
diagnostic time, which may range from hours to days due to laborious
bio-analytical methodologies, or delay in the transportation of samples
[11]. The method requires highly skilled laboratory staff and consider-
able investment in resources and equipment, and it is not often sensitive
or fast enough for early diagnosis and treatment [12]. Furthermore, the
technique is not able to allow for the label-free and highly targeted
detection of sub 10 pg/mL concentrations of troponin [8,12].

Nowadays, several CVD marker detection sensors have been devel-
oped to overcome the disadvantages of ELISA. Surface plasma resonance
(SPR) based biosensors [13], fluorescence-based sensors [14], and
electrochemiluminescence-based biosensors [15] are a few of the
biomarker detection methods. These methods require labeling, which
leads to increased detection time and complexity of the sensor device
[16]. Therefore, the development of accurate, inexpensive, fast response
and high sensitive diagnostic device to detect cTn in blood is necessary.
Silicon nanowire (SiNW) field-effect transistors (FETs) [17–19] have
shown high sensitivity and a noticeable capability to detect specific
biological species. They have received substantial interests because they
are ultrasensitive, selective, low-cost devices and they can be fabricated
using commercial microfabrication technology. The devices are designed
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the nanowire field-effect sensor showing receptor and target molecules. The subdomains, i.e., silicon nanowire ΩSi, insulator ΩOx, the specific binding of
target to probe molecules ΩM, and the electrolyte ΩEl are illustrated with their dimensions and ranges. Additionally, d indicates the center-to-center distance between the nanowires and d1
is the distance between a nanowire and the boundary.
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to detect and quantify biological species, e.g., cancer cells [20], tumor-
initiating cells [21], DNA/miRNA [22,23], and proteins [24]. Hence,
SiNW-FETs are very promising candidates for the sensitive electrical
detection of the biomarkers since they are reliable, label-free, and rapid
response and they are able to detect subpicomolar concentrations of
target species [12].

The specificity of the biosensor system is given by the immobilized
biomolecules. In fact, the devices are fabricated by immobilizing bio-
logical receptor materials (in this case the antibodies [12]) on the surface
of a suitable transducer that converts the biochemical signal into a
quantifiable electronic signal [25]. Proteins are charged in the electrolyte
(in our case blood) and can be detected by the sensors when the suitable
receptors are linked to the nanowire surface [19]. As target molecules
(here cTn) bind to the immobilized probe molecules on the surface layer,
the charge distribution changes and modulates the conductance of the
semiconductor transducer, similarly to the effect that a change in gate
voltage has on a MOSFET. In other words, the changes of the device
conductivity is the response of the sensor to the specific binding of car-
diac troponins to the anti-troponin probes [12] on the surface.

In Ref. [12], a CMOS compatible method to fabricate an array of
highly ordered SiNW for detection of very low concentrations of cTn was
presented. This work indicates that the changes in conductance of the
device provide a label-free detection method of biomarkers which
eliminates the necessity of expensive and complicated diagnostic tools.
The advantages of affinity-based biosensors such as high sensitivity and
reliable detection of cardiac markers including cTnT and cTnI,
myoglobin, etc., were shown in Ref. [25] in detail. The changes of the
electrical characteristics of SiNW-FETs such as drain current and sensi-
tivity due to the specific binding were explained in Ref. [16].

The purpose of the present work is the development and quantitative
understanding of biological sensors for the detection of cardiac troponin
in blood starting just from its known structure (PDB code 1MXL [26]). We
determine the effective parameters to design and fabricate more sensitive
nanowire field-effect sensors to detect different ranges of cTn. Here, the
sensitivity indicates the response of the sensor to the binding of target
molecules (cTn) to the immobilized probe molecules (anti-troponin re-
ceptors) at the sensor surface.
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As for every sensor, a crucial question is how to achieve the best
response of the SiNW-FET. There are several substantial parameters
which are effective in the conductivity of the device. In other words, the
sensor response is influenced by different physical and geometric device
properties. In this work, we propose an array of silicon-nanowire field-
effect biosensors optimized with regard to parameters such as length,
width, doping concentration, dopant type, type of the nanowire, back-
gate voltage, and the number of parallel nanowires. Thus, by changing
influential parameters, it is made possible to optimize the electrical
characteristics of devices and to fabricate the optimal field-effect sensor
to detect cTn concentration more accurately. Noise and fluctuations of
the device conductivity due to the random binding of cTn to the receptors
are also taken into account. Therefore, we introduce a comprehensive
physical/mathematical model based on partial differential equations
(PDEs) in order to model the electrical characteristics of SiNW-FETs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.1, we pre-
sent the cardiac troponin sensitive sensor and explain its physical char-
acteristics. Also, we describe a PDE based model to study the sensor
electrical behavior. In Section 3, we present numerical results to study
the physical behavior of the nanowire sensors by varying the parameters.
Influential parameters in order to the intensify the sensor response to cTn
are discussed. Finally, the conclusions are drawn in Section 4.

2. Modeling of cardiac troponin sensors

The troponin complex regulates the contraction of striated muscles. It
consists of three subunits, i.e., cTnC, cTnT, and cTnI. These protein
subunits along with tropomyosin are located on the actin filament and
are essential for the calcium-mediated regulation of skeletal and cardiac
muscle contraction [27]. Cardiac TnT binds the troponin components to
tropomyosin and TnI inhibits the interaction of myosin with actin
[28,29]. Cardiac TnC contains the binding sites for Ca2þ and its inter-
action with cTnI and cTnT is central to the regulation of skeletal and
cardiac muscle contraction [30]. TnT and TnI have been found to have
excellent sensitivity and specificity, and are superior to CK-MB as in-
dicators of myocardial necrosis [31]. For the last twenty-five years, iso-
forms of troponin I and T have been widely used for immunochemical
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diagnostics of pathologies associated with cardiomyocyte death, e.g.
AMI, unstable angina, post-surgery myocardial trauma, and other dis-
eases related to cardiac muscle injury [32].

Cardiac TnI and TnT are released after AMI or other cardiacs disease
[28] and their clinical sensitivity and specificity improve with time. More
precisely, for both troponins, sensitivity raises from 10% to 45% within
1 h of the onset of pain to more than 90% after 8 or more hours [33].
Specificity does not change noticeably over time. It decreases from 87%
to 80% from 1 to 12 h after the onset of chest pain for troponin T and is
approximately 95% for troponin I [33]. The diagnostic performance/
accuracy of TnI and TnT has been observed similarly and is very high [7].

Few studies have reported the 99th percentile of high-sensitive car-
diac troponin I (hscTnI) among different age groups and genders. Since
1995, the diagnostic cutoff has been decreased from 1500 pg/mL to
10 pg/mL [34,35]. As in Ref. [35], the 99th percentile concentration of
TnI was greater than 19 pg/mL for individuals older than 60 years and
10 pg/mL for individuals younger than 60 years. Therefore, concentra-
tions greater than 10 pg/mL have been shown to have prognostic value.
In other words, the upper limit for a normal individual is 10 pg/mL, and
for patients who have acute coronary syndromes or AMI, rising troponin
values greater than or equal to the diagnostic cutoff value result in the
diagnosis of cardiac injury. Also, decreasing values are indicative of
recent cardiac injury. We also consider that patients with low-level ele-
vations (smaller than 20 pg=mL) of TnI and diagnostic uncertainty for
acute coronary syndrome should be evaluated by repeated
measurements.

Over the last fifteen years, new techniques and strategies for rapid
detection of biomarkers, including cardiac troponin, have been utilized
to shorten the diagnostic time and increase the reliability of tests [19].
Quick determination of the concentration of biomarkers in the body has
drawn attention in the past decade. New techniques are being incorpo-
rated into products [25]. As the medical diagnostic methods progress,
therapies with high specificity according to biomarkers determined in
tests are continuously being targeted. High-throughput sensors and sys-
tems for the ultrasensitive detection of biomolecular interactions are in
high demand [16].

Here the main aim of the SiNW-FET is the detection of cardiac
troponin in blood. For this reason, the sensor must be able to determine
the target protein concentration in the meaningful range. In other words,
the dynamic range of the sensor is to designed. The range of cardiac
troponin in human blood is between 3:4 pg=mL and 10 000 pg=mL as the
concentration rises from almost 20 pg=mLwithin one hour of myocardial
infarction to 10 000 pg=mL after 32 h from the incidence [34,36].

The basic structure of the device including its dimensions is shown in
Fig. 1. The domain Ω is partitioned into four subdomains with different
physical properties. The silicon nanowireΩSi acts as the transducer of the
sensor. The nanowire transducer is located on top of a dielectric material
and covered by a second dielectric materialΩOx. The native oxide coating
on the SiNW surface is an effective passivation layer which can be
functionalized by cardiac troponin ΩM. Finally, the target molecules are
located in the electrolyte ΩEl.

Here, we consider four shapes or types of nanowires: rectangular,
trapezoidal, radial, and triangular, all with a cross-sectional area of
2500 nm2, a doping concentration ðCdopÞ of 1017 cm�3, protected by a
5 nm thick silicon oxide (ΩOx), and a thermal voltage of 26 mV. The
applied voltages are VG ¼ 1 V at the back-gate contact and VSD ¼ 0:2 V as
the source-to-drain voltage.
2.1. The stochastic transport equations

In the nanowire field-effect biosensor, the adsorption of biomolecules
(cTn) on the SiNW results in a sufficient change of conductance for
detection due to the field-effect [37]. In fact, as target molecules in the
liquid bind to the receptors, their presence and their partial charges
change the charge concentration in the boundary layer, which in turn
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modulates the conductance of the nanowire transducer. The most com-
mon and well-established continuum model for the description of ionic
concentrations and the electrostatic interactions of the biomolecules is
the Poisson-Boltzmann equation [38]. It can be used to calculate ionic
concentrations around molecules and the effect of the charged target
molecules (cTn) on the transducer.

In such biosensors, there are several sources of noise which must be
taken into account. First, the random association of cTn to the receptors
at the surface and their dissociation gives rise to noticeable noise
[39–41]. Second, the positions of the probe molecules, as well as their
orientations and the orientations of the probe-target complexes are
random [39]. Since this type of noise is due to the biological interactions
between target and probe molecules, it is called biological noise. Here,
we use a comprehensive model of the devices that provides a physical
and quantitative understanding of them. It is based on a system of PDEs
coupled to a stochastic reaction model for the association/dissociation
process. Also, it has been extended to a system of stochastic partial dif-
ferential equations (SPDEs) in order make it possible to include noise and
fluctuations. The details and the advantages of the model are discussed in
Refs. [42–45]. The model consists of the Poisson-Boltzmann equation to
model the electrolyte, the drift-diffusion-Poisson system to model the
charge transport in the transducer, and a reaction equation to model the
association of target molecules to the sensor surface and their dissocia-
tion. The model enables us to calculate the response of the sensor to cTn
and estimate its variation due to the biological noise.

The model equation for the electrostatic potential in different sub-
domains is the Poisson–Boltzmann equation

�∇⋅ðAðx;ωÞ∇Vðx;ωÞÞ ¼

8>><
>>:

q
�
Cdopðx;ωÞ þ pðx;ωÞ � nðx;ωÞ� in ΩSi;

0 in ΩOx;
ρðx;ωÞ in ΩM;

�2φ sinhðβðVðx;ωÞ �ΦFðx;ωÞÞÞ in ΩEl;

(1a)

where x 2 Ω, ω ¼ ðω1;…; ωnÞ is an element of the probability space, and
V is the electrostatic potential. The dielectric constants for silicon
nanowire, oxide layer, probe-target molecules, and the electrolyte are
ASi ¼ 11:7A0, AOx ¼ 3:9A0, AM ¼ 3:7A0, and AEl ¼ 78A0, respectively,
where A0 ¼ 8:85� 10�12 F=m. In the electrolyte, φ indicates the ionic
bulk concentration. In ΩM, the fixed charge concentration ρ is the charge
of the probe-target molecules (see Section 2.3). Also, in the transducer
ΩSi, Cdop is the doping concentration.

The concentration pðx; ωÞ of positive free charge carriers and the
concentration nðx; ωÞ of negative ones are given by Boltzmann distri-
butions as

pðx;ωÞ ¼ ni exp
�
� qðVðx;ωÞ �ΦFÞ

kBT

�
; (2a)

nðx;ωÞ ¼ ni exp
�
qðVðx;ωÞ �ΦFÞ

kBT

�
: (2b)

Here, q is the elementary charge, β :¼ q=ðkBTÞ, where kB is the Boltzmann
constant, T is the temperature, ΦF is the Fermi level, and ni ¼ 1:5�
1010 cm�3 is the intrinsic carrier concentration. Additionally, homoge-
nization of an elliptic problem with a periodic boundary layer at a
manifold Γ yields the two interface conditions [46].

Vð0þ; y;ωÞ � Vð0�; y;ωÞ ¼ αðy;ωÞ;
Að0þÞ∂xVð0þ; y;ωÞ � Að0�Þ∂xVð0�; y;ωÞ ¼ γðy;ωÞ

between the semiconductor and the liquid. Here 0þ denotes the limit at
the interface on the side of the liquid, while 0� is the limit on the side of
the silicon-oxide layer. Here, for the sake of notational simplicity, we
denote the one-dimensional coordinate orthogonal to Γ by x and the
remaining (d� 1)-dimensional coordinates by y. The oscillating charge



Fig. 2. The net charge of the folded and unfolded states of protein 1MXL for different pH
values. The results are obtained by PDB2PQR simulation.
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concentration in the surface layer is described by the macroscopic dipole
moment density α and the macroscopic surface charge density γ after
homogenization.

As mentioned above, the electrical conductance change is the sensor
response to specific binding of the biomolecules to the functionalized
surface in label-free detection. In other words, monitoring changes in
conductance of the SiNW-FET device is used to detect the different
concentrations of troponin. In the semiconducting part ΩSi of the device,
the drift-diffusion-Poisson system

�∇⋅ðA∇VÞ ¼ q
�
Cdop þ p� n

�
; (3a)

∇⋅Jn ¼ �qR; (3b)

∇⋅Jp ¼ qR; (3c)

Jn ¼ qðDn∇n� μnn∇VÞ; (3d)

Jp ¼ q
�� Dp∇p� μpp∇V

�
(3e)

is used to model charge transport. Here, Jn and Jp are the current den-
sities, μn and μp are the electron and hole mobilities, and Dn :¼ UTμn and
Dp :¼ UTμp are the diffusion coefficients with UT :¼ kBT=q as the thermal
voltage. Also, we use the Shockley-Read-Hall recombination rate R,
which is defined by

Rðn; pÞ :¼ np� n2i
τnðpþ niÞ þ τpðnþ niÞ;

where τn and τp are the lifetimes of the free carriers. The electrical
current is obtained by the integration of the current density over a cross
section of the nanowire. Finally, the details of solving the system of
equations with the lowest computational complexity are given
in Ref. [42].

2.2. The stochastic surface reactions

As target molecules (cTn) bind to receptor molecules (anti-troponin
probes), the charge concentration of the boundary layer is changed
and therefore the current through the semiconducting nanowire is
modulated. The association and dissociation processes of target mole-
cules to the receptors at the surface are described by the reac-
tion equations
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Tþ P⇄
ra

PT; (4a)

PT⇄
rd

Pþ T: (4b)

Here, T denotes the target molecules, P denotes the receptor molecule,
PT denotes a probe-target complex at the sensor surface and ra and rd are
the reaction constants of the association and dissociation processes,
respectively. Due to the relatively small number of molecules (i.e., few
bound cardiac troponins to the antibodies) present at the sensor surface,
their association and dissociation are modeled as a stochastic process
yielding the Langevin equation [40].

dPTt ¼ ðraTðP� PTtÞ � rdPTÞdt þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
raTðP� PTtÞ

p
dB1 �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
rdPTt

p
dB2;

(5a)

PT0 ¼ 0; (5b)

where the dBi indicate Wiener processes. The initial condition corre-
sponds to no probe-target complex being present at the surface in the
beginning. The calculation of the expected value, variance, and the
binding efficiency with respect to different target molecule concentra-
tions can be found in Ref. [40].

2.3. The charge of biomolecules

The modeling of the electrostatics of biomolecules is essential for the
simulation of nanowire field-effect sensors. The surface of dielectric
materials such as SiO2, Si3N4, Al2O3, and Ta2O5 is charged when it is in
contact with an electrolyte and it is neutral only at the isoelectric point.
This surface charge provides an important baseline value regarding the
operating regime of the sensor since the surface charge is a function of pH
value [47]. There are several methods to describe the effect of charged
molecules: the atomistic approach, i.e., Monte-Carlo simulations [48],
the continuum approach, i.e., the Poisson-Boltzmann equation [38,49],
and the empirical PROPKA model [50].

The pKa values of the ionizable residues are the negative logarithm of
the ratio of dissociated acid and conjugated base over the concentration
of the associated chemical. They are the basis for understanding the pH-
dependent characteristics of proteins and catalytic mechanisms of many
enzymes. Here, the program PDB2PQR [51] is used to compute the
charge distributions of proteins of known structure. Given a protein
structure, it computes the pKa value of each ionizable amino acid. Based
on the computed pKa value, it is possible to determine the protonation
state of each ionizable amino acid based on pH value [51].

Fig. 2 shows the troponin (PDB code 1MXL) charge of the folded and
unfolded states as a function of pH values between 0 and 14. Here the
folded molecule carries no net electrical charge at a pH value of 4.13,
while for unfolded proteins the isoelectric point is a pH value of 4.08.
Blood is normally slightly basic in a pH range of 7.35–7.45. According to
the simulation, the protein total charge is � 13:58 q at blood pH (7.4 in
this work). The net charges of the target molecules are negative since the
protein isoelectric values are lower than pH 7.4. Finally, the negative
charges of the target protein (cTn) result in a carrier accumulation on the
silicon nanowire and consequently an increase of conductance.

2.4. Sensor response (sensitivity)

In field-effect biosensors, the target molecules (cTn) carry negative
(due to blood pH value) charges and act as a negative gate voltage. Since
we use a P-type (boron-doped) semiconductor as the transducer, the
accumulation of charge carriers increases the conductance as well. The
critical issue for the modeling of the sensitivity of nanowire field-effect
sensors is the screening of the partial charges of the target molecules
by the free ions.



Fig. 3. The expected value (top left), variance (top right), and binding efficiency (bottom) of PT-complexes for different troponin concentrations.
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Definition 1. The sensor response (sensitivity) is defined as

Imol � I0
I0

; (6)

where Imol and I0 are the currents through the device with and without mole-
cules, respectively.

In the subsequent simulations, we consider Imol as the signal. This
quantity can be interpreted as the response of the sensor to the specific
binding of cTn to the anti-troponin receptors.

2.5. The signal-to-noise ratio

As explained in 2.2, due to the random association/dissociation
process, the number of target molecules bound to probe molecules is a
random process.

Definition 2. (Signal-to-noise ratio). The signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is
defined as

SNRðIÞ :¼ EðImolÞ
σðImolÞ;

where σ denotes the standard deviation.

2.6. Limit of detection

The limit of detection (LOD) of an individual analytical procedure is
the lowest amount of analyte in a sample which can be detected, but not
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necessarily quantified. In field-effect sensors, surface reactions at the
oxide surface depending on the pH value and the binding of charged
target molecules result in changes in the charge concentration at and near
the surface, and subsequently in changes in the electrostatic potential,
which then modulate the current through the transducer. Here, the LOD
is defined as the minimum troponin concentration that induces a
measurable difference in output current. A signal-to-noise ratio larger
than 5 is generally considered acceptable for determining the detec-
tion limit.

3. Numerical results

By solving the system of model equations in Section 2.1, the current-
voltage characteristics and the sensor response are determined as func-
tions of the target molecule concentration. Hence the behavior of the
nanowire sensors can be studied by varying all influential device
parameters.

First, we calculate the statistics of the PT-complex by solving the
Langevin equation. As mentioned already, the dynamic TnI range is be-
tween 3:4 pg=mL and 10 000 pg=mL. To convert the troponin concen-
tration to a number of molecules, the protein weight of 24 000 Da is used.
In the simulations, we also used CP :¼ 2� 1012 cm�2 as the probe den-
sity, and the association and dissociation constants ra ¼ 3933 and rd ¼
0:0016 are taken from Refs. [40,52].

Fig. 3 shows the results of the simulation for different concentrations
of target molecules. For the lower concentrations (less than 10 pg/mL),
the ratio of hybridized complexes at the surface to the total number of
probe molecules is less than 10%. In this range, the equilibrium time is
also considerably larger than for higher concentrations. On the other



Fig. 4. Sensor response (left) and signal (right) as a function of troponin concentration varying from 5 pg=ml and 50 pg=ml for different nanowire cross sections. The sensors are 300 nm
wide and the bulk oxide is 200 nm thick. Each sensor has one 1000 nm long nanowire, a cross-sectional area of 2500 nm2, a doping concentration of 1017 cm�3, and they are protected by a
5 nm thick silicon oxide layer.
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hand, for concentrations higher than 500 pg=mL, the binding efficiency
attains a very good value of nearly 100% and the equilibrium time is less
than 200 s. Moreover, a remarkable feature of such a field-effect sensors
is that even if the binding efficiency is low for certain probe and target
concentrations, the surface charge density can be larger and therefore
result in better detection by a field-effect sensor. Finally, for all troponin
concentrations, the binding time (of cTn to the antibodies) shows the
very fast response of the sensor. This reaction time indicates the signif-
icance of using SiNW-FETs compared to traditional methods such
as ELISA.

Using the 99th percentile among different age groups and genders,
cTnI assay values are more than 19 pg=mL in individuals older than 60
years and 10 pg/mL in the rest of the individuals [53]. A sharp increase in
the troponin concentration is observed after two to three hours after the
onset of symptoms, e.g., chest pain. For example, in Ref. [34], the value
raised from 60 pg=mL to 6:3 ng=mL six hours after the medical
examination.

According to these concentrations mentioned in the literature, we
define three different concentration ranges and design three sensors, one
for each concentration range.

For the first concentration range (low risk or healthy patients), the
device is designed for a concentration between 5 pg=mL and 50 pg=mL.
The sensor is 300 nm wide and is characterized by a 200 nm thick bulk
Fig. 5. Expected value and variance of PT-complexes (left) and signal-to-noise ratio (right) a
nanowire cross sections. The sensors are 300 nm wide and the bulk oxide is 200 nm thick. Ea
concentration of 1017 cm�3, and they are protected by a 5 nm thick silicon oxide layer.
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oxide; the length of the nanowire is 1000 nm.
In acute coronary syndrome, the concentration reaches 500 pg=mL

after three hours [34]. Therefore, the second concentration range is
defined to be 50 pg=mL to 500 pg=mL. Here, the width of this device is
1 μm, the length of the nanowire is 5 μm, and the height of the bulk oxide
and the substrate is 300 nm. To consider the situation when many mol-
ecules may bind, two parallel nanowires are used.

The cTnI value rises to its peak value of 10 ng=mL within twenty
hours and then it decreases gradually [34]. The third and highest con-
centration range is thus from 500 pg=mL to 10 ng=mL. For this range, the
sensor is an array of four nanowires for improved detection of high
concentrations.

The first comparison discusses the effect of the four different cross
sections of nanowires in the first device. Fig. 4 shows the results for the
first device, the one for healthy or low-risk concentration, for different
cross sections, all with a cross-sectional area of 2500 nm2 and a length
of 1000 nm.

The figure shows that the triangular nanowire performs considerably
better than the other transducers, especially for concentrations higher
than 10 pg/mL. The radial and trapezoidal nanowires show approxi-
mately the same sensor response for most of the concentrations and
perform better than the rectangular shape. However, the sensitivity of the
rectangular transducer at the diagnostic cutoff is slightly better than the
s a function of troponin concentration varying from 5 pg=ml and 50 pg=ml for different
ch sensor has one 1000 nm long nanowire, a cross-sectional area of 2500 nm2, a doping



Fig. 6. Sensor response (left) and signal (right) of two triangular nanowires for different backgate voltages at 10 pg/mL troponin concentration. The sensors are 300 nm wide and the bulk
oxide is 200 nm thick. Each sensor has one 1000 nm long nanowire, a cross-sectional area of 2500 nm2, a doping concentration of 1017 cm�3, and they are protected by a 5 nm thick silicon
oxide layer.
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trapezoidal and radial ones.
The radial nanowire yields the lowest signal compared to the others,

while the triangular cross section again yields the highest current. As
already mentioned, the device conductivity depends on the density of
bound analytes. Fig. 5 illustrates the variation in the number of probe-
target complexes for cTn concentration between 5 pg=mL and
50 pg=mL. The results indicate that from 5 pg=mL to 15 pg=mL the
Fig. 7. Sensor response (top left), signal (top right), and SNR (bottom) as a function of doping
bulk oxide is 200 nm thick. Each sensor has one 1000 nm long nanowire, a cross-sectional are
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variance increases sharper than the expected value. As a consequence, as
shown in Fig. 5, for this range the SNR is sloped downward since the
current variance is sloped upward. For higher concentrations, more
PT-complexes increase the signal, which counteracts the increase in
noise. Therefore, in all sensors, the SNR shows a gradual upward trend.
Furthermore, in spite of the fact that the triangular nanowire yields a
higher signal, the higher noise in this device compared to the rectangular
concentration for different nanowire cross sections. The sensors are 300 nm wide and the
a of 2500 nm2 and they are protected by a 5 nm thick silicon oxide layer.



Fig. 8. Sensor response (top left), signal (top right), and SNR (bottom) as a function of troponin concentration varying from 5 pg=ml and 50 pg=ml for different nanowire cross sections.
The sensors are 1000 nm wide and the bulk oxide is 300 nm thick. Each sensor has two parallel 5000 nm long nanowires, a cross-sectional area of 2500 nm2, a doping concentration of
1017 cm�3, and they are protected by a 5 nm thick silicon oxide layer.

Fig. 9. The sensor response of different devices as a function of the nanowire center-to-
center distance at 75 pg=ml cTn concentration. The sensors are 1000 nm wide and the
bulk oxide is 300 nm thick. Each sensor has two parallel 5000 nm long nanowires, a cross-
sectional area of 2500 nm2, a doping concentration of 1017 cm�3, and they are protected
by a 5 nm thick silicon oxide layer.
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and trapezoidal devices decreases the ratio. Again, due to a lower signal,
the SNR for the radial nanowire is significantly lower than the rest of the
devices. For more than 40 pg=mL, the PT-complex increase is pro-
nounced compared to the variance. Therefore, as an inflection point,
again the SNR shows an upward trend for the higher concentrations.
Finally, we should note that the variation in the density of bound analytes
leads to threshold voltage fluctuations since the threshold voltage vari-
ation depends only on the number of absorbed molecules [54,55].

A higher sensor response of SiNW-FETs depends considerably on the
size of the device [56]. In Refs. [57,58], SiNW-FETs were fabricated by
using commercially available (100) silicon-on-insulator wafers and
anisotropic tetramethylammonium hydroxide (TMAH). Thus, a smooth
triangular SiNW-FET is produced with a sidewall angle of ≈54:7∘ to the
horizontal surface and (111) silicon sidewall plane. In Fig. 6, the sensor
response for the mentioned triangular device and for an equilateral cross
section are given. The figure shows the sensitivity and the signal for both
triangular cross sections as functions of different backgate voltages. The
performance of the (111) planes compared to the equilateral transducer
is noticeably better. Concerning the voltage, the figure shows that the
sensitivity is not considerably affected by the gate voltage, although a
slight increase is observed. On the other hand, the signal in both devices
rise noticeably as the backgate voltage increases.

The optimal doping concentration is a crucial design parameter. Fig. 7
shows the effect of the doping concentration varying between 1�
1016 cm�3 and 8� 1017 cm�3. According to the simulation results,
although the sensor response shows a small fluctuation from 1�
53



Fig. 10. Sensitivity (top left), signal (top right), and SNR (bottom) as a function of troponin concentration varying from 500 pg=mL and 10 ng=mL for different nanowires cross sections.
The sensor is 1000 nm wide and the bulk oxide is 300 nm thick. Each sensor has four parallel 5000 nm long nanowires, a cross-sectional area of 2500 nm2, a doping concentration of
1017 cm�3, and they are protected by a 5 nm thick silicon oxide layer.
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1016 cm�3 to 4� 1017 cm�3, the change in the sensitivity is negligible.
This fact indicates that this interval is a suitable range for the sensor. For
higher doping concentrations, the sensitivity decreases considerably for
all devices, since the nanowires are mostly affected by the doping and the
effect of charged molecules on the signal decreases. As is seen, the doping
concentration affects noticeably the sensitivity only at high doping levels
(decreasing it). Thus, lower concentrations (i.e., less than 4� 1017 cm�3)
are more suitable for achieving a higher sensor response. This fact is
shown by the signal curve, where the increment is approximately five
orders of magnitude. Regarding the noise, it decreases when the doping
concentration increases as already indicated since the nanowires are not
affected as much by the fluctuation of the molecules. This effect causes a
dramatic increase in SNR.

Although absolute cTn elevations are seen in multiple chronic cardiac
and noncardiac conditions, a rise in serial cTn levels strongly support an
acutely evolving cardiac injury such as most commonly, acute myocar-
dial infarction. As aforementioned, larger sensors are used for higher
concentrations. As Fig. 8 shows, the triangular nanowire is again themost
sensitive device and the rectangular and trapezoidal show the same
performance. Also, higher concentration increases the sensitivity of the
device. The same holds for the signal, which doubles from 50 pg=ml to
500 pg=ml. The SNR increases with higher concentrations, while the
devices show small fluctuations. The peak SNR is reached at 500 pg=ml.

This simulation capability also makes it possible to study the
arrangement of the nanowires. More precisely, the distance between the
nanowires is an important parameter for increasing the sensitivity. Fig. 1
54
depicts the arrangement of the nanowires indicating the center-to-center
distance d between the nanowires and the distance d1 between a nano-
wire and the boundary. Fig. 9 shows the sensitivity of sensors with two
nanowires whose distance d varies between 150 nm and 850 nm. The
sensor width dþ 2d1 is 1000 nm. For larger distances, i.e., d> 750 nm,
the effect of charged molecules on the transducers decreases since the
nanowires are closer to the boundaries. For distances less than 250 nm,
the competition between the transducers to bind the target molecules
gives rise to a decrease in the sensitivity. The simulations show that the
maximum sensitivity for all transducer shapes is obtained for a center-to-
center distance of 350 nm (symmetric arrangement).

In high-risk myocardial infarction patients, the cTn concentration
reaches its peak approximately after six hours. In this time interval, the
concentration rises sharply. For the concentration range from 500 pg=mL
to 10 ng=mL, we use a sensor with four parallel nanowires. The results
are shown in Fig. 10. Similar to the previous ranges, the triangular
nanowire performsmore efficiently. Due to the noticeably higher number
of target molecules, the sensitivity is considerably higher than in the first
range. Most of the receptors are bound to target molecules. This fact is
more pronounced in the SNR since the simultaneously high PT-concen-
tration (close to CP) and small variance decrease the noise significantly.

4. Conclusions

In this work, we developed a comprehensive simulation capability of
nanowire field-effect sensors based on a system of stochastic transport
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equations and a stochastic reaction model for the association/dissocia-
tion process of target and probe molecules.

The troponin sensitive sensors developed here are important to
shorten the heart-disease diagnostic time and to increase testing reli-
ability. We considered the cardiac troponin concentration ranges of
healthy and risky individuals and designed three sensors for three con-
centration ranges of clinical importance. Different influential physical
parameters are studied in order to intensify the response of the sensor to
different ranges of the protein and design the most sensitive device.

The shapes of the cross sections of the nanowires are often deter-
mined by the fabrication process. We simulated devices with four
different cross sections of the same area. The triangular nanowires per-
formed better than the other devices regarding sensor response and
signal-to-noise ratio. Finally, the influence of the distances between
nanowires arranged in arrays was studied. According to the simulations,
a symmetric arrangement with proper distances between the nanowires
is the best.
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